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Typically, the relationship between STEM fields and humanities fields gets discussed in 
terms of observation, exchange, and travel. From the outside looking in, specialists in the 
humanities scrutinize and critique the questions, methods, or conclusions of the sciences, 
and vice versa. Specialists from the sciences may borrow from, visit, or embed themselves 
in the humanities, or vice versa. Interdisciplinary and translational initiatives coax 
specialists of all sorts out of their disciplinary territories to examine and address complex 
problems together. 

But the ways of thinking associated with the sciences and with the humanities also come 
together within these fields. Working squarely within their own disciplines, humanists 
often consider materials, environments, technologies, and physical and biological 
processes—the stuff of STEM. Similarly, across academia, service professions, and 
industries, the work of STEM involves values, context, creativity, and complexity—
hallmarks of humanistic thinking. Disciplines such as environmental history, industrial 
design, and archaeology take up questions one can only answer—or even ask—by thinking 
in both kinds of ways at once. 

This Cain Conference brings together scholars and practitioners who, on their own and in 
their collaborations, have consciously developed, deployed, or critiqued such embedded 
connections, cultivating and interrogating the humanistic dimension of STEM and heed for 
the STEM that’s within the humanities in pursuit of scholarly, advocacy, and/or business 
goals. It also brings together historians and social scientists of science, technology, 
medicine, and environment who have studied how such embedded thinking-otherwise has 
worked within different disciplinary (or non-disciplinary!) institutions and intellectual 
cultures, past and present. 

What can specialists in humanities fields learn from how specialists in STEM disciplines 
understand and go about humanistic thinking, and vice-versa? What can those 
“moonlighting” in this fashion learn through putting their methods side by side with those 
of specialists? Are “STEM” and “humanities” accurate or useful shorthands for the kinds of 
thinking in question? How do practitioners in intrinsically multi-modal fields rework 
humanistic and technical thinking in bringing them together? What makes individual and 
collaborative work of this sort succeed or fail – and what are the standards for judging? 



Interdisciplinarity is often prescribed as a therapeutic for the tunnel-vision by which 
disciplinary methods can end up working against their putative goals. Yet thinking that 
follows embedded connections, too, may trip over its own feet. Such pairings of goals and 
perverse consequences (or sometimes consequences and perverse goals!) will serve as 
organizing themes for this workshop. These four themes are: 

 Care and harm

Many generations of scholars have now grappled with the idea that technology and
science have historically had highly varied societal effects. This scholarship has
recounted both technoscientific contributions to the preservation of human life and
enhancement of material comfort, and deeply detrimental impacts on these
objectives. Our conversation here centers on the role of such accounts, such
histories, in the societal impacts of STEM fields. Shall we imagine that the
Humanities can guide STEM to more beneficent human conditions? And of course,
the very formulation of “human” welfare as a distinct arena of activity and effect
bears analysis, itself. As part of a broader inquiry into the liberal impulses widely
articulated in academic Humanities fields, we consider how Humanities and STEM
exist relationally.  Perhaps letting go of the binary itself is a first step. If we
undertake to imagine a particular technological enterprise, such as Engineering,
say, and its historical study, as coming into being together (that is, neither
epistemic activity preceding the other), the shared cultural instrumentalities of
scientific and the humanities-focused perspectives may become clear. Their
conjoined origins and roles in Western capitalism, racial and similar imperial and
colonial projects, and other shared genealogies might come into focus. So too,
transformative possibilities for turning our industrial culture (in both its material
and analytic expressions) to more just outcomes could arise, working with
communities long absent from either of these exalted, but (we need to see)
unexceptional, spheres.

 Immediacy and deferral

The pressure to address or predict urgent problems and the need to take a broader
or more measured perspective on the same problems together create a tension in
multidisciplinary conversations on contemporary issues, for example in emerging
infectious diseases, alternative energy and conservation, or innovation
infrastructure for economic development. Whether aiming for consilience or
communication of creative insights among disciplines, the act of engaging with the
materiality of history and its interplay with human values demands moving across
scales and scopes. They may be temporal—such as the evolutionary timescales of
human, microbial, or other organisms’ lives—or geographic—with processes that
work on global, national, or other regional levels. This discussion focuses on the
tension between a historical perspective and present-day (or projected future)
scientific problems. It examines the productive friction between the call to prioritize
for short-term relevance and the complexity revealed by longer-term or longue
durée analyses, exploring what may be gained by tracing knowledge and human
experience across the contexts of multiple fields and spaces.



 Recovery and waste

In recent years, the growing meta-fields of chemical humanities, medical
humanities, environmental humanities, and digital humanities have fostered a
collective critique of the innovation-centric approaches to the stories we tell about
science, medicine, and technology. Displacing innovators has helped to foreground
other actors (users, maintainers, artisans, hidden assistants) but has also helped to
situate scientific activity within a broader ecology that demands analytic attention
to the longer life cycles of the objects and institutions of science, technology, and
medicine, the residues they leave behind, and a focus on salvage and discard. The
production of any clean room, we now know, generates a tremendous amount of
garbage. We build medical systems that valorize disposability and seem inherently
wasteful. Yet alternate models of science, technology, and medicine which focus on
recovery can be found by privileging other actors, other objects, and other
approaches to discovery, dissemination, repair, and reuse. This theme will build a
discussion around the tension between recovery and waste in the histories we tell
of scientific practices.

 Stability and crisis

The new meta humanities disciplines have arisen within a zeitgeist of crisis and
change. Climate change, pandemics, new materials, and the digital revolution have
prompted scholars to look across disciplines in order to make more sense of the
world and understand potential paths forward. There is a general sense of
acceleration of change. At the same time, crisis is not the only mode of
engagement with change. Many aspects of modern life could be considered
remarkably stable with governmental institutions dominated by bureaucratic forms,
the university as knowledge center, and neoliberal capitalism shaping the rhythm of
life. In this theme, we will examine the twinning of stability and crisis in
understanding how science, technology, medicine, and environment change.

We solicit participants who would want to make a short presentation on one or more of 
these themes. Send an abstract of 150-200 words by April 1, 2023, to 
embeddedconnections@sciencehistory.org. Please indicate on your abstract which one or 
two themes your presentation would align with. 

The conference will take place in person in Philadelphia at the Science History Institute. 


